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Topic 1: Do people believe that the “America First” foreign 
policy is putting the American people first, or not? 
For many Americans, the biggest problem is that America 
First may eventually mean America Alone. 

Topic 2: What are Americans struggling to afford in 
today’s economy, and what do they want their political 
leaders to do about it? 
The national economy may be continuing to grow, but many 
are finding it more difficult to afford the essentials, especially 
health care. Americans want more to be done to keep prices 
down, and see Democrats in Congress as more likely to 
stand up for consumers.

Topic 3: Where is the public on the crisis of family sepa-
ration at the U.S.-Mexico border? 
The Trump Administration policy of taking children from 
their parents is overwhelmingly unpopular. More than just 
opposed, many Americans think the policy is “cruel” and 
“inhumane.”

Welcome to NAVIGATOR — a project designed to better 
understand the American public’s views on issues of the day. 
This edition features findings from a national online survey of 
1,002 registered voters conducted July 6-9, 2018. 

The topics we selected aren’t meant to cover every part of 
every issue area, but rather provide a unique insight into 
what Americans say and believe about issues that matter. 
This month we focused on:

How Americans  
Feel About Rising 
Costs at Home  
and National  
Security Abroad
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Trump is beholden to hostile countries 
through corruption and conflicts of interest

Trump is abandoning American values

Trump is too easily used by hostile countries 
offering photo ops and compliments

Trump is surrendering America’s global 
leadership role

None of these concern me

America First?1

The American people are concerned about America  
First. They worry that it may really mean Trump First  
and America Alone.

Americans are uneasy about the White 
House’s foreign policy decisions – and 
the president’s decision-making process. 
Fully two thirds (68%) are concerned about 
how American foreign policy and our role in 
the world is changing. Democrats are uni-
versally concerned (97%), but foreign policy 
is also one area where a significant number 
of Republicans (37%) express concerns 
about Trump. 

The driving concern about American 
foreign policy today is Trump. He’s not 
perceived as steering with a steady 
hand. When it comes to keeping America 
safe, the big problem is that the President is 
so prone to go off script: it’s the impulsive-
ness of the president that concerns people 
most about the administration, and the way 
it is eroding the country’s standing in the 
world, particularly with our allies.  

Concerns about how Trump may be making 
America less safe:

NOTE TO OUR READERS:  
This poll was conducted prior to the recent Trump-Putin meeting and should be interpreted with that in mind. 

Trump can be reckless and impulsive
48

21

16

15

12

32

The result? The public is becoming concerned that America is 
viewed around the world as an embarrassment and a nation  
abandoning our friends.

For the two-thirds concerned about 
how America’s role in the world is 
changing, the prospect looms of the 
country becoming a diminished version 
of itself.

Which of the following words best  
describe your concerns?

Getting along with others is also among the 
areas of foreign relations for which Ameri-
cans feel President Trump compares least 
favorably to other presidents, though it 
isn’t as clear Americans think he is making 
the country more dangerous. 

Compared to past presidents, do you think 
President Trump is having a positive or  
negative impact in the following areas? America is becoming an embarrassment 

and losing respect

America is abandoning long-standing  
allies and policies that kept us safe

America is becoming more hated  
by people around the world

America is becoming isolated and  
losing influence

America is not promoting freedom  
and democracy anymore

America’s economy  
is at risk

America is becoming  
less safe

America is falling behind  
countries like China

None  
of these

Keeping America safe

Taking the right approach to trade with 
other countries

Cooperating with other countries

Maintaining good relationships with our allies

52

47

37

33

25

22

16

13

6

42

35

31

29

13

10

8

11

44

54

61

60

Positive      Don’t know enough to say      Negative
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Americans believe abandoning American values and  
alliances will risk our national security and economy.

The public does not think America first 
is working. 

On the economic front, this is clearest with 
the Trump Administration’s trade tariffs. In 
general, Americans oppose the tariffs by 
47% to 38%, and they tend to believe the 
unnecessary conflicts over trade are caus-
ing more economic harm than good.
 
When it comes to national security, 
Americans are concerned that the risk of 
damaged alliances and broken interna-
tional agreements makes us weaker rather 
than stronger.
 
In both cases, the common thread is that 
Trump’s foreign policy of confrontation and 
shifting allegiances is not seen as a positive.

America First?1

Americans have deep concerns over Trump’s positioning with our 
allies — whether it’s about the economy or national security. 
Which do you agree with more? 

America’s current foreign policy is creating 
unnecessary conflicts and harming the U.S. 
economy. Trade tariffs attack our allies 
instead of work with them and American 
farmers and companies are already having 
to lay off workers, make cutbacks, and 
move jobs overseas because of retaliation.

Our America First foreign policy is work-
ing. A growing economy, strong military, 

strong borders, an end to unfair trade 
deals. America is showing we won’t be 
pushed around anymore and the world  
is being forced to take notice. America  

is winning.

Total

Independents

3862

3565

America’s current foreign policy is only making 
America more alone and less safe. We are 
becoming more isolated by turning our back 
on friends, breaking international agreements, 
and abandoning our leadership role. Without 
allies like the United Kingdom, Germany and 
Canada, America will be less safe.

Our America First foreign policy is work-
ing. A growing economy, strong military, 

strong borders, an end to unfair trade 
deals. America is showing we won’t be 
pushed around anymore and the world  
is being forced to take notice. America  

is winning.

Total

Independents

4258

4456

Americans are less worried about losing America’s “world leader” 
status than they are about losing our moral standing.
Which concerns you more? 

America will no longer be known for values 
like freedom, equal rights, and democracy

America will no longer 
be a world leader

Neither  
concerns me

11 5534
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America First?1

Which statement do you agree with more?

Oh, Canada!

Of the major U.S. allies with which President Trump has clashed, the world leader Americans 
worry about confrontation with most is our neighbor to the north. 

The world leader Americans are most worried about Trump cozying up to: Vladimir Putin.

Who are you most concerned that Trump will damage U.S. relations with?

America’s foreign policy doesn’t put 
America first. It puts President Trump first. 
Trump does things like salute Kim Jong Un’s 
generals and praise Vladimir Putin or other 
dictators just because they say nice things 
about him. But it strengthens our enemies 
and makes us less safe.

Our America First foreign policy is work-
ing. A growing economy, strong military, 

strong borders, an end to unfair trade 
deals. America is showing we won’t be 
pushed around anymore and the world  
is being forced to take notice. America  

is winning.

Justin Trudeau, Prime Minister of Canada

Theresa May, Prime Minister of the United Kingdom

Angela Merkel, Chancellor of Germany

Emmanuel Macron, President of France

Not concerned about damaging relations with any of them

44

28

20

7

39

In addition to the economic and national 
security risks, Americans see “America 
First” as a misnomer. They worry that 
America’s current foreign policy is putting 
President Trump himself ahead of the 
country’s interests, as demonstrated by 
his attitude towards dictators like Kim 
Jong-Un of North Korea and Vladimir 
Putin of Russia.

56 44

66 34

Total

Independents
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Sticker Shock2

Within the economy’s slow but steady recovery is a  
continued struggle for many Americans to afford the 
things they need.

While Americans feel the overall economy 
continues to move in the right direction, 
they remain worried about their own 
financial future. This poll digs into one of 
the other lingering concerns: the cost of 
things. Statistics show wage growth has yet 
to take off, and this survey confirms nearly 
half (45%) of Americans are finding it more 
difficult to afford things than they were last 
year, double the amount who are finding 
it easier (22%) – people don’t believe their 
lives have become more affordable.

Necessities cause more concern – health 
care, gas, groceries, and bills. Fully half of 
Americans are finding it more difficult to af-
ford health care costs, and it rises to the top 
when people are asked what worries them 
the most. Nearly as many say gas prices 
are also becoming less affordable, while a 
third are worried about groceries or other 
everyday expenses like phone bills, utilities 
(like gas, electricity or water), or food and 
evening entertainment with family. 

Americans want the government to do 
more to fix health care costs and gas 
prices. Almost eight in ten (78%) say the 
government should do something about 
health care costs – compared to just 
28% who, for example, say the govern-
ment should do more to help with credit 
card bills and debt payment. And while 
most Americans overall see a role for the 
government in making utilities, retirement 
savings, or college more affordable, only 
for health care and gas prices do majorities 
of Democrats, Republicans, and political 
independents all see a role for government 
in keeping costs down.

Health care, health care, health care.
Health care is one area where Americans say costs are more difficult to manage, and 
there is a clear expectation for government to step in to help.

Costs of health care, like prescription drugs, health insurance premiums, or doctor visits

Gas for your car’s gas tank

Groceries

Phone and internet bills

Utilities like gas, electricity, or water

Food or entertainment in the evenings with your family

Retirement savings

Housing costs like rent or a mortgage

Credit card bills and debt payments

College for you or your kids

Childcare and day-to-day cost of raising kids

49
78

46
59

35
41

35
41

33
55

32
16

29
53

27
49

24
28

14
52

12
42

Are you finding it more difficult to afford this since last year? 
Should government be doing more to make this affordable?
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The Politics of Health Care Prices2

Americans want something to be done about health care 
costs. They trust Democrats more to do it.

Health care costs may be a bipartisan 
problem, but only one party is trusted 
to be part of the solution. The rising cost 
of health care shines through as a particular 
financial challenge for families across the 
country where people see the need for 
government action.

While Americans do think government has 
a role to play, they place the most blame 
for rising health care costs on insurance 
companies and drug companies rather 
than either of the two political parties. But 
there’s a twist – when asked which party is 
more likely to let these companies do what 
they want when it comes to prices, they 
are more likely to name Republicans over 
Democrats, by 49% to 33%.

It’s a problem that transcends partisanship.
When asked about the rising costs of living more generally, it breaks down along party 
lines: Republicans see improvements; Democrats don’t. But when you name specific 
costs, like gas prices or groceries, Republicans are less positive and the partisan gap is 
smaller. Health care is  the one cost area where affordability is cited as a problem by 
nearly equal shares of Democrats and Republicans (it is also the only expense cited as 
“more difficult” by the majority of white Americans without a college degree).

Affording healthcare

649 6

554

346

4

10

39

37

41

Total

Democrats

Republicans

Affording things in general

Total

Democrats

Republicans

45

61

29

22

10

33

29

4329

Independents trust Democrats in Congress on the issue.
Respondents – including political independents – trust Democrats in Congress more 
than Republicans to handle the issue of health care affordability. Democrats lead on 
the “health care” issue in general, but they lead their Republican counterparts by even 
bigger margins when it comes to the specific challenges of making health care and 
prescription drugs more affordable.

Making health care more affordable

Total

Independents

49

39

35

21

16

40

Who is most  
worried about 
health care costs?

Living in rural areas

45-64 year olds

Women

Non-college educated whites

Overall

57

54

53

52

49

More difficult since last year        No change        Easier since last year

More difficult since last year        No change        Does not apply to me       Easier since last year

Democrats in Congress        Don’t know enough to say       Republicans in Congress
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The government is separating families
19

Immigration Policy That Violates American Values

Americans have harsh words for the Trump Administration’s 
policy of taking children from their parents.

One thing is abundantly clear: Ameri-
cans are strongly opposed to the Trump 
Administration’s policy of taking children 
away from their parents at the border. 

The policy is widely known, with six in ten 
Americans saying they have heard “a lot” 
about it. But it is also overwhelmingly un-
popular, with 69% of Americans opposed – 
and 59% strongly opposed – to separating 
children from their parents at the border, 
including nearly all Democrats (94% overall; 
87% strongly opposed) but also the vast 
majority of independents (72% overall; 55% 
strongly opposed) and a large segment 
of Republicans (40% overall; 18% strongly 
opposed). Whites without a college degree 
are also opposed, by 56% to 40%.

3

“Cruel” and “inhumane.”
These are the words respondents who oppose family separation say best describe their 
own concerns about the policy. In describing Americans’ own feelings about the policy, 
it’s a mix – “disgusted,” “angry,” “upset,” “disappointed,” and “horrified.”

Which best describes your concerns about the 
policy of separating children from their parents 
at the border?

It’s not just “family separation” – it’s “taking away children from 
their parents.”
Americans who oppose the policy say the latter, more visceral phrase is a better  
description for why they are worried about what’s happening at the border. 

Which best describes what concerns you most about what happened at the border  
in regard to this policy?

When you see and hear things about 
the policy of separating children 
from their parents at the border, 
how does it make you feel?

Cruel

Inhumane

Un-American

Immoral

Disgusting

Terrible

Unfair

Unconstitutional

None of these

Disgusted

Angry

Upset

Disappointed

Horrified

Embarrassed

Unfortunate

None of these

55

55

39

39

25

13

12

12

5

33

30

27

27

26

20

9

4

The government is taking away children from their parents

Don’t know enough to say

43

Neither concern me
27

11



Bonus Points

Manafort in jail, but…
 z This month, 53% support the special counsel investigation and 39% oppose it.  

 z Despite the fact that Trump’s campaign chairman, Paul Manafort, went to jail last month pending his trial, the share of 
 Americans who believe the investigation has uncovered crimes has remained stagnant at 43%. It didn’t break through 
 the noisy news environment enough to raise awareness. 

 z Notably, Manafort himself has not fared well in the public eye. Just half of Americans are familiar with him, but his 
 popularity is decisively underwater, with 44% unfavorable and just 8% favorable.

Gut check
 z President Trump’s political style may depend on his ability – or willingness – to speak and act off the cuff, but most 

 Americans (54%) tend to describe his instincts as “bad” rather than “good.” 
 

 z Political independents say Trump has bad instincts by 65%-35%.  

Don’t pull out of the UN and NATO
 z Americans are most concerned about Trump pulling out of the UN (49%) or the security organization NATO (33%),  

 compared to the World Trade Organization (15%) or NAFTA, the North American Free Trade Agreement (18%). 

In their own words: what is the best and worst part of the  
Trump Administration’s policy agenda?
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What is the best part of the Trump administration’s 
policy agenda?

What is the worst part of the Trump administration’s 
policy agenda?
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For press inquiries contact:
press@navigatorresearch.orgIn a world where the news cycle is the length of a tweet, our leaders often lack 

the real-time public-sentiment analysis to shape the best approaches to talking 
about the issues that matter the most. Navigator is designed to act as a consis-
tent, flexible, responsive tool to inform policy debates by conducting research 
and reliable guidance to inform allies, elected leaders, and the press. Navigator 
is a project led by pollsters from Global Strategy Group and GBA Strategies 
along with an advisory committee, including: Andrea Purse, The Hub Project; 
Arkadi Gerney, The Hub Project; Christina Reynolds, EMILY’s List; Delvone 
Michael, Working Families; Felicia Wong, Roosevelt Institute; Mike Podhorzer, 
AFL-CIO; Jesse Ferguson, progressive strategist; Navin Nayak, Center for  
American Progress Action Fund; Ron Klain, Revolution; and Stephanie Valencia, 
Latino Victory Project. 

To learn more about Navigator: http://navigatorresearch.org/

Global Strategy Group conducted a public opinion survey among a sample of 
1,002 registered voters, between July 6-9, 2018. The survey was conducted online 
recruiting respondents from multiple opt-in online panel vendors. Respondents 
were verified against a voter file and special care was taken to ensure that the 
demographic composition of our sample matched that of national registered voter 
population across a variety of demographic variables.

About Navigator

About the Study


